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Brian Wilson to perform on Thursday, April 28 at
7:30pm.

Brian Wilson Headlines Benefit Concert for UMMC Mind
Center
Beach Boys co-founder bringing 'California Sound' to Jackson

FEBRUARY 16, 2016 BY KAREN BASCOM, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER

JACKSON, Miss. – Music lovers will have a
chance to hear one of America’s greatest
musicians and support Alzheimer’s disease
research at a benefit concert featuring living
legend Brian Wilson.

An award-winning singer-songwriter and co-
founder of the Beach Boys, Wilson will perform
at 7:30 p.m. April 28 at Thalia Mara Hall in
downtown Jackson in what is expected to be a
sold-out concert.

Wilson, along with fellow Beach Boy Al Jardine,
will bring a little bit of California to Mississippi
when he performs beloved classics during the

concert to benefit the Memory Impairment and Neurodegenerative Dementia Research, or MIND, Center,
a national leader in Alzheimer’s research and patient care at the University of Mississippi Medical
Center.

Tickets go on sale at 10 a.m. Friday (Feb. 19) at ardenland.net. Ticket prices range from $29.50 –
$119.50.

“Brian Wilson’s remarkable creativity has gifted the world with so much wonderful music,” said Dr. Tom
Mosley, director of the MIND Center. “He will help us shine a light on Alzheimer’s and the funds raised
will help us accelerate the pace of discovery towards effective treatments.”

Proceeds from the concert, presented by Trustmark Bank, will support the MIND Center’s research,
diagnostic and outpatient care programs. Mosley and his team lead one of the largest and most
comprehensive studies ever conducted to identify risk factors for Alzheimer’s disease and related forms
of cognitive decline.

“The huge toll to patients and families, and not to mention the economic impact of dementing illnesses
like Alzheimer’s disease, cannot be overstated,” Mosley said.

Since 2010, the MIND Center has brought together some of the nation’s leading medical institutions to
study factors from mid-life that may predict brain and cognitive changes later in life. The study uses data
collected from nearly 16,000 individuals over more than 25 years, enabling MIND Center scientists to
look back in time and identify factors associated with the development of dementia.

The MIND Center Clinic opened in 2014 on UMMC’s campus to offer diagnosis and leading-edge
outpatient treatment for patients experiencing memory loss and cognitive impairment.

“The MIND Center is an important program to the state of Mississippi,” said Ambassador John Palmer,
chair of the MIND Center’s advisory board. “Not only is the center conducting groundbreaking research
and bringing critical memory care services to individuals and families battling Alzheimer’s disease, it
also contributes positively to our economy by attracting significant federal research dollars and top
research talent to Mississippi.”

Called the Gershwin of his generation, Wilson has written and performed dozens of chart-topping songs,
including the classics “I Get Around,” “Help Me Rhonda” and “California Girls.” The Beach Boys
album “Pet Sounds” is considered one of the greatest records of all time.

Highlights of Wilson’s five-decade career include nine consecutive certified-gold records, induction into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and two Grammy Awards. Wilson has also been recognized by Rolling
Stone as one the greatest singers and songwriters of all time.
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Campus Briefs
Students Learn ‘Real Politics’ in
Washington, D.C., Winter Session
OXFORD, Miss. – Eleven University of
Mississippi students spent their winter
break learning about the people who work
behind the scenes of the American
government in Washington, D.C. Lead by
Jonathan Klingler, assistant professor of
political science, the students of Pol 391:
Applied Politics met not with candidates,
but with the people who make candidates’
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Thank You To Our
Donors
Young Alumna Gives Back to School
of Accountancy
OXFORD, Miss. – Stephanie Jennings
Teague, of Chicago, sees her commitment
of $100,000 to the Patterson School of
Accountancy‘s new building at the
University of Mississippi as a means of
saying “thank you.” “It is a way to show a
small token of my appreciation to Ole
Miss, the faculty and staff, and the
accounting
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Ole Miss In the News
Reuters: Keep an Eye on the Money
Supply
U.S. inflation roller coaster prompts fresh
look at long-ignored money supply By
Michael S. Derby NEW YORK – The
amount of money sloshing around the U.S.
economy shrank last year for the first time
on record, a development that some
economists believe bolsters the case for
U.S. inflation pressures continuing to
abate. The Federal Reserve’s
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“This concert is the fifth in a series of unique and successful events which have raised awareness and
funds for the MIND Center,” said Patricia McClure, chair of the MIND Center events committee. “As a
Mississippian and a family member of someone who battled this terrible disease, I am proud to know
that Mississippi is a national leader in Alzheimer’s research and clinical care.”

Wilson embarks on a worldwide tour this spring to celebrate the 50th anniversary of “Pet Sounds” and
mark the final time he will perform the album in its entirety.

If you would like to support the MIND Center or become a sponsoring host for the concert, call 601-815-
4237 or email mindcenter@umc.edu for more information.
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